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Bobby Solo's Discography Shop for Vinyl, CDs and more from Bobby Solo at the Discogs Marketplace. Releases From
November Nike KD 9 - $170.00 REVIEW Album of the Month Bobby Solo - 3 Albums in One - $150.00 Bobby Solo “Oh,
what a night.” “She came over for the night.” “What we used to do for the kids, when they were born.” “This here is what I’m
gonna do. I’m gonna take you to the beach” “It’s kind of a nice day and it’s nice outside” Those are just some of the lyrical gems
you'll find on this 15 track sophomore release from "Hall & Oates" wannabe Bobby Solo. His rapping flows from stream of
consciousness to flowing jazz (even up to a bluesy vocal on the up-tempo "Fresh Air") to full-throttle hip-hop with the blunted
"Riders", each track begging the question: Who is this man and what is he trying to do? The thing that separates his music from
others in the 1990s and early 2000s rap-jazz trend is his use of a straightforward rhythm section. Most artists, even those that
may have strayed from the straight-ahead group flow of the late '80s, come to the realization that a jazz arrangement is not the
same as a funk arrangement. Bobby's not even worried about the sound of the drums on his album; he sees that he can use a
soloing bassist and a funk drummer who just happens to hit the skins on the second half of "I'm Not Gonna Let It Bother Me."
Rather than try to hide behind a sound, he just embraces it, with a slight trace of Kool & the Gang for good measure. His
approach to recording, however, should come as no surprise. According to his FAQ on his website, "I record all the time. I
record on weekends and I’ll even record on the road when I’m traveling.” It's clear that he's been recording all along, just with
different 82157476af
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